Dear reader, it is my pleasure to gladly present you more information to give you a deeper
understanding of what we are trying to do, to start something of Mission my wife Ann and I have
just done in Arequipa and Cusco, was short, only 10 days, but of hard work: we have two
teachers of the Elementary school of Frankfort mi, where we now live, for a visit to the school
"sister"
Elohim in a very poor neighborhood of Arequipa where along with my wife worked intensively in
seminars classes and especially taking monetary aid to implement two years of secondary
technical and vocational special instruction for sewing girls donating 3 electric machines and
cosmetology, and carpentry boys and plumbing, in previous years we created the Library now
has over 600 books as well as the installation of adequate and sufficient toilets and the cusine
with everything needed to feed breakfast and lunch to 230 children, kids Michigan 6th grade
exchanged letters with the children there and sent a collection of his tips of $ 275 that served to
implement the boards of a basketball court.
Of my proceeds from the sale of my calendars left $ 2,000 US dollars and other funds donated
by the community of Frankfort, is a very good program, I will send separate photos and a couple
of items.
On the other hand I worked in the Burn Unit of the Regional Hospital Honorio Delgado
performing reconstructive surgery and skin grafts in children with serious and severe burns. We
donated $ 5,000 US dollars also my funds and 10 Dermacarriers donated by Dr. Rick Green, a
friend and disciple of Dr Angelats, for grafting with dermoexpander that donábamos two years
ago and is superb and saving and changing many lives. The Burn Unidadde of AQP is one of
the best of Peru and Permanent Mission of Our Chapter of PAMS IL
I worked in Cusco por2 days at the Policlinico Belen Parish performing minor surgery and was
carrying a donation of $ 2,000 dollars sent by Dr. Lleni Pach its national PAMS background.
All relevant documentation of receipt and thanks already sent to the President and Treasurer of
IL PAMS
It should be noted that of the 5,000 US dollars handed over to the Burn Unit, a thousand
correspond to a grant obtained by Dr. Carlos Villalobos management of the Midwest
PeruvianFoundation for Education and Health.

